
 

1#bare bright 61700-61900 +500 copper cathode(domestic standard) ＊ 70400-70600 +800

clean cable nodules 62100-62300 +500 copper cathode(domestic standard)    63700-63900 +800

candy 60900-61100 +500 oxygen free rod 8mm 64800-65000 +800

tube of copper radiators(clean) 60200-60400 +500 low-oxygen copper rod 8mm 63400-63600 +500

 USA 2#copper (94-95%) 58600-58900 +600 copper wire (1.13-2.52mm) 64200-64400 +500

2#copper(92-93%) 57100-57400 +600 copper wire2.6mm 64000-64200 +500

motor copper(91-92%) 56100-56400 +600 H65copper strap(0.3-0.8mm,y2) 58400-58700 +500

shredded copper (91-92%) 55800-56100 +600 H62copper strap(0.18-0.25mm.y.y2) 48600-48900 +300

shredded copper (89-90%) 54400-54700 +600 rod brass(14mm-120mm) 40600-40800 +400

chopped copper nodules（90-92%） 55000-55200 +600 clean copper clippings 61400-61600 +600

mixed copper scrap（79-81%） 46600-46800 +800 high grade phosphor copper clippings65600-65800 +600

USA honey (Fe﹤2%) 39100-39300 +400 tinned phosphor-copper clippings 61400-61600 +600

shredded brass (Fe≤3%) 37500-37700 +400 tinned brass clippings 39600-39800 +400

H59 honey (impurity rate ≈7%) 36400-36600 +400 65 brass clippings（clean） 45500-45700 +400

USA brass radiator 39600-39800 +700 62 brass clippings（clean） 43700-43900 +400

shredded brass radiator 31400-31600 +400 Al/Cu radiator (Cu≈45% Al≈53%) 33000-33200 +300

irony al/cu radiator 31000-31200 +300

domestic A00 (delivered to factory) ＊ 17600-17700 +170 Al ingot from Chalco (south China)＊ 17600 +100

Alumina                                       ＊ 2850-2950 electric alum rod coil9.5mm           ＊ 18050-18150 +200

import 6063 extrusion 14150-14350 +100 electrophoresis alum profiles 22950-23150 +200

domestic clean 6063 extrusion 14300-14500 +100 spray-painting alum profiles 22450-22650 +200

domestic 6063 extrusion scrap 13550-13750 +100 frosted alum profiles 21550-21750 +200

clean tablet( litho sheet) 14300-14400 +100 Al ingot(made by Al radiator) 15250-15450 +150

aluminum from radiator(85-87%) 12300-12500 +150 EC wire 15050-15250 +100

bulk UBC 11900-12100 +100 clean Al from ACSR 15000-15200 +100

Zinc,Lead, Tin

nanhua brand 0#zinc                     ＊ 19150-19350 +250 1#tin ingot(yunnan)                  ＊ 191000-193000

electrolytical 0#zn (Guangxi, Yunnan) ＊ 17550-17750 +250 1#electrolysis lead ingot          ＊ 16400-16600 +100

electrolytical 0#zn (Guangxi, Yunnan)16450-16650 +200 clean lead sheath from cable 14100-14300 +100

electrolytic1#Zn(yunnan, guangxi,hunan)16350-16550 +200  shredded lead (large size) 13700-13900 +100

Alloy

high grade alum alloy ADC12       ＊18350-18550 +100 3# zinc alloy ＊ 18600-18800 +200

standard alum alloy ADC12 16850-17050 +100 5# zinc alloy 17100-17300 +200

alum alloy 7# 15850-16050 +100 shredded zinc（84-86%） 13800-14000 +200

shredded tense (Al 93-95%)＊ 15550-15750 +100 shredded taint（90-92%） 13300-13500 +100

shredded tense（91-93%） 13800-14000 +100 import 6061 aluminum extrusion 12900-13100 +100
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South China(Nanhai)
Note : prices with the mark "＊" include tax invoice cost                      July 4, 2011       RMB/T,1ton≈≈≈≈2204.62lbs

Aluminum



Stainless steel

1# Jin Chuan nickel plates       ＊ 168000-169000 -500 304/2B Rolling sheet0.4mm(Zhangpu) 22800-22900

316 stainless steel scrap 22150-22350 304/2B Rolling sheet0.5mm(Zhangpu)21900-22000

imported 304sabot18/8 14600-14800 304No.1 Hot Rolled sheet3mm 20100-20200

domestic 304sabot  Ni≈7.6-7.8% 14200-14400 201No.1 Rolling sheet3mm(Taiwan) 10200-10300

shredded stainless steel Ni≈7.7-7.9% 14100-14300 430/2B Rolling sheet 0.4mm(Baoxin) 12800-12900

shredded stainless steel Ni≈7.4-7.6% 13900-14100 430/2B Rolling sheet 0.5mm(Baoxin)11700-11800

remelt stainless steel scrap Ni≈7.0-7.2%12900-13100 202 stainless steel scrap (Ni≈3.5-3.8%)9400-9700

301scrap (Ni≈5.9-6.1%) 11000-11200 201SS 6600-6800

430solids 4900-5100 201SS (old pipe scrap) 5900-6100

Nanhai Ferrous

Scrap Iron(leftover material) 3500-3550 HRB335(shaoguan)12mm

cast iron 3030-3080 HRB335(shaoguan)18-25mm 5350-5400

stainless clippings (thickness≥4mm) 3160-3210 Q235Ф6.5mm 5050-5100

mix steel scrap 2630-2680 cold rolled sheet(anshan) 0.7mm 4850-4900

electric motor(Cu≈13%Fe≈78%Al≈5%) 9610-9710 + 80 cold rolled sheet(anshan) 1.0mm 5630-5680

electric motor(Cu≈11%,Fe≈84%) 7940-8040 + 80 5430-5480

South China  (Qingyuan)
1#bare bright 61500-61700 +500 clean tinned copper wire 60200-60400 +500

tube of copper radiators (no rope) 60000-60200 +500 clean tinned copper net 58100-58300 +500

copper transformer（94-95%） 57400-57600 +400 tinned copper scrap (90-91%) 55100-55300 +700

clean copper nodules (95-96%) 58900-59200 +600 lead-coated copper wire 59600-59800 +500

motor copper(90-91%) 54900-55200 +400 copper clad laminate Cu≈45% 23700-23900 +400

copper brick(93%)  57100-57300 +800  motor iron 3170-3220

clean industrial castings 13550-13750 +100 aluminum transformer （94-95%） 13750-13900 +100

industrial castings (Fe 6%-8%) 12650-12850 +100 UBC Baled Densified (impurity≤4%) 11300-11400 +100

Plastics

clean black PVC plastic husk(small) 2600-2700 clean white PE foam 7100-7200

clean white PVC plastic husk 4500-4600 high-pressure PE(clean plastic husk) 6650-6750

clean greyish-white PVC plastic husk 4450-4550 high-pressure & high-temperature PE husk(middle)3500-3600

clean PVC plastic husk (pigment) 3600-3700 high-pressure fragmentized PE(humidity:27-30%)2600-2700

clean black PVC plastic husk (large) 4250-4350 submerged materials (clean plastic husk) 2450-2550

flame retarded PVC sheath 2800-2900 flame retardant materials 97000-98000

copper cathode                   ＊ 70400-70600 +800 low-oxygen copper rod 8mm        ＊ 70500-70700 +500

domestic A00                    ＊ 17400-17500 +200 1#bare bright 61500-61700 +500

electrolytical 0#Zn Ingot      ＊ 17500-17700 +200 2#copper (94-95%) 58400-58700 +600

1# nickel plates                  ＊ 168000-169000 -500 American honey (Fe﹤3%) 39300-39500 +400

1# tin                                 ＊ 191000-193000 304/2B Rolling sheet 0.4mm(Baoxin)＊ 24800-24900

1# lead                               ＊ 16300-16500 +100 304/2B Rolling sheet0.5mm(Baoxin)＊ 23900-24000

oxygen free rod 8mm         ＊ 71500-71700 +800 304No.1 Hot Rolled sheet 3mm  ＊ 21800-21900
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East China (ShangHai)



TaiZhou,YongKang (Zhejiang Province)
low-oxygen copper rod 8mm 63500-63700 +500 316 stainless clips（Ni10Mo2） 22350-22550

1#bare bright 61300-61500 +500 imported 304 sabot (Ni≈8.2-8.3%)14600-14800

candy 60400-60600 +500 domestic 304sabot  (Ni≈7.6-7.8%)14200-14400

tube of copper radiators (clean) 59800-60000 +500 430 solids 4750-4950

2#copper (94-95%) 58200-58500 +600 202 stainless steel scrap (Ni≈3.5-3.8%)9400-9600

copper transformer（Cu≈95%) 58500-58700 +500 201SS 6500-6700

motor copper(92-93%) 56700-57000 +500 201SS (old pipe scrap) 5800-6000

burnt wire(97-98%) 59600-59900 +500 scrap iron (leftover material) 3440-3490 + 20

American honey (Fe﹤3%) 39200-39400 +400 motor iron 3180-3230 + 20

pure aluminum wire 15000-15200 +100 mix steel scrap 2870-2920 + 20

clean 6063 extrusion scrap 13700-13900 +100 Al/Cu radiator (Cu≈48% Al≈50%) 32800-33000 +200

aluminum from radiator(89%) 12400-12600 +100 irony al/cu radiator (Cu≈48% Al≈44% iron31200-31400 +200

tense (Fe﹤3%) 13600-13800 +100 electric motor(Cu≈9-10%) 7770-7790 + 80

Al ingot(made by Al radiator) 15100-15300 +100 lead sheet 13550-13750 +100

North China (TianJin, BaoDing)
low-oxygen copper rod 8mm 63300-63500 +500 2#copper(94-96%) 58500-58800 +600

1#bare bright 61500-61700 +500 motor copper(92-93%) 57000-57300 +600

1#copper 97% 61200-61400 +500 Al/ Cu radiator(Cu≈45% Al≈53%) 32800-33000 +300

burnt wire(95-94%) 58900-59200 +500 tense (Fe﹤3%) 13700-13900 +100

Rare Metals
Fe mo60                    ＊ 138000-139000 1#chromium                      ＊ 85500-86500

Jinchuan 1#cobalt      ＊ 285000-288000-7000 electrolytic manganese       ＊ 19100-19300

CIF China    (Exclude customs)

USA 1#Bare bright 9060-9080$/T +110 USA 6063 Alum Extrusion 2045-2065$/T + 30

USA cliff/birch (94-96%) 8680-8710$/T +120 USA clean taint 1685-1705$/T + 20

USA  honey (Fe﹤3%) 5640-5660$/T + 70 zorba (Al 93-95%) 1925-1945$/T + 40

USA clean ocean 5510-5530$/T + 70 USA ACSR (Al68%) 1665-1685$/T + 30

USA304ss18-8 1990-2010$/T USA clean Al Radiator 1725-1745$/T + 30
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currency rate USD Inverse GBP Inverse EUR Inverse AUD Inverse
CNY 0.15465 6.4661 0.09620 10.3946 0.10625 9.4114 0.14394 6.9473

Metal scraps performances in Nanhai metal scraps market on July 4  

 

Copper:  

LME copper was up by 4.4% after surging for four straight days last week, as lingering 

concerns about Greece’s debt default eased on the news that Greece had won a 120-billion-euro

rescue package. And copper’s aid also came from the commodity markets bolstered by a 



strengthening euro on rising speculations about the interest rate hike in Europe. On Monday (July 4), 

it extends gains and hit a record high of $9,519 by the close in the morning session, giving boost to 

the market confidence  

 

Driven by the strong LME copper, SHFE copper also trends sharply higher at the open on 

Monday (July 4). With an increase of more than 1,000 yuan/ton, it is approaching the level of 71,000 

yuan/ton step by step.  

 

Copper scrap prices in Nanhai market, from market research, have also traded higher tracking 

with the futures market recently. But the trading is just so-so.  

 

Copper’s strong rally from last week seems to have been in line with the market’s anticipation 

some time earlier that copper may brace for a turnaround in July after a long-term rangebound 

trading. Yet, it is still hard to tell at this point whether copper can sustain the rally in later business. 

As for the trend in coming trading, insiders are holding different views.  

From the optimists, copper is likely to maintain such a momentum in this week. Firstly, the 

market’s purchasing power may strengthen as the money flows loosen when heading towards the 

third quarter. Secondly, manufacturers and recyclers with low stock levels may have the needs to 

replenish their stock moderately. Finally, improving buying sentiment due to the tight supply 

available in the market may continue to help lifting the copper scrap prices.  

 

While those with a cautious view tend to hold that a pull back in copper is more likely instead 

of a sustaining rebound if the bargain hunters retreat from the market in near future. Besides, they do 

not think the market has got well prepared for a fully recovery given that the demand has not yet 

showed signs of revival over the summer slowdown.  

 

But the investors, being bullish or bearish, tend to sell and get the profit at first when the 



prices trade higher so as to lower the risks. Now, the marketers’ enthusiasm to chase the trend 

seemed to have cooled down after copper futures rising for a fifth trading day. Buyers dare not the 

chase the trend hastily at the moment. As a result, the rise in copper scrap prices is way off that in 

the futures market in this round of rally.  

Aluminum:  

With a strong stimulus from the London market, SHFE aluminum trends higher this morning, 

lifting the prices of spot aluminum ingot. And the trading also looks better.  

 

The cost of electrolytic aluminum has risen sharply due to the hike in power prices, which 

accounts for the increase in aluminum prices. Insiders still expect rooms for the metal to get higher 

with the market sentiment improving in July.  

Zinc:  

Zinc surges this morning in line with the copper and lent support to spot zinc ingot prices. The 

transaction volumes, however, are limited.  

 

At this moment, many sellers in domestic market prefer to sell and take the profit while the 

manufacturers and traders are of no intention to make purchase.  

Stainless steel:  

LME nickel encounters resistance when advancing upward, failing to sustain the momentum. 

This has depressed the sentiment of stainless steel scrap market slightly.  

 

According to market research, there has seen a cool down in the scrap recyclers’ enthusiasm to 

restock. Most of them have reduced their purchase of the high-priced 304 scraps. The prices are 

holding stable. Marketers forecast that the prices of stainless steel scraps are likely to continue the 



Copper up on U.S. manufacturing data, risk appetite in China 
Stronger-than-expected U.S. manufacturing data boosts  
Beijing breaks tradition of interest rate hike every two months  
Coming Up: Euro zone producer prices, May; 0900 GMT 

 

Copper extended gains on Monday after data last week showed that U.S. manufacturing grew 

at a surprisingly strong pace in June, buoying hopes that the global economy is starting to shake off 

recent weakness.   

 

A U.S. Institute for Supply Management report showed that its June index of national factory 

activity rose to 55.3 from 53.5 the previous month. The reading topped expectations for a fall to 

51.8, according to a Reuters poll of economists. 

 

Traders also reported a surge in positive sentiment in China after Beijing broke a pattern of 

raising interest rates every two months last Friday, when it did not announce any new monetary 

tightening measures as expected.   

 

Three-month copper on the London Metal Exchange rose 0.6 percent to $9,494 a tonne by 

0402 GMT. The most-active September copper contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange jumped 

1.4 percent to 70,850 yuan per tonne.   

"There is a broad rally in commodities and shares in China today after expectations of an 

interest-rate rise last Friday did not come to pass. This broke a pattern of the government raising 

interest rates every second month and released some pent up demand for risk assets by investors," 

said Jinrui Futures analyst Zhao Kai. 

 

China had hiked its interest rates every second month since October 2010, with the last one on 

correction. (Source: Lingtong Metal Information)  



April 5. There were wide-spread rumours that they might implement one in June. 

 

The Shanghai Composite index and Hang Seng Index were both up 1.8 percent. 

 

"Everyone is betting that the next interest rate rise, if any, will be between July 10 and 15 when 

we get more Chinese economic and trade data. In the meantime, people feel safe to take short-term 

risks," Zhao added.” Also, the easing of concerns about the Greek debt crisis helped. Investors have 

shifted their focus away from Europe to the U.S.," Zhao added. 

 

Greece last week passed austerity measures to secure international aid, easing worries of an 

immediate debt default, though concerns remain about the long-term outlook. 

 

Despite the positive U.S. data on Friday, economists cautioned it was too soon to say economic 

recovery there had overcome the malaise of the first half of 2011. 

All eyes are on key non-farm payroll data on Friday for hints of a possible recovery ahead in 

U.S. consumption. 

 

Also prompting caution is the fact that purchasing managers' indexes (PMI) in Asia and 

Europe slid to multi-month lows in June as factories fought a twin battle with weak consumer 

demand overseas and tightening monetary policy at home.  

 

The euro rose to a one-month high against the dollar while commodity currencies like the 

Australian dollar held onto last week's hefty gains, as diminishing worries about Greece prompted

investors to embrace risk.   In industry news, about 8,000 workers at Freeport-McMoran 

 

Copper & Gold Inc's Indonesian unit kicked off a seven-day strike on Monday, a union head 

said. The move that could potentially disrupt operations, although the company said it was not 

anticipating any impact on production at the mine.  



China Copper Prices Drop As More Bonded Copper Reaches Domestic 

Market 

With an increasing number of trading companies moving bonded copper into the domestic 

market as a means to raise short-term funds, copper supply in China has been on the rise, pushing 

down prices in the process.  

 

Spot copper was trading at a discount of CNY250-CNY300/ton against Shanghai Futures 

Exchange July copper contract Friday, compared with a premium of CNY200-CNY400/ton just last 

week, reflecting the sharp decline in buying interest amid increasing domestic supply.  

 

With domestic credit market conditions tight and facing intense cash flow problems because of 

mid-year payment requirements, Chinese companies are buying dollar-dinominated copper held in 

Chinese bonded warehouses against letters of credit from banks, paying the import duty and selling 

the copper in the domestic market even at a loss, to raise short-term credit, industry participants 

said.  

This allows the sellers to divert funds raised from the sale of copper, to other uses, until the 

LCs become due for payment in about six months. Rising demand for bonded copper has pushed up 

the premiums on such deals to $130/ton this week, from about $100/ton at the start of June.  

 

With more bonded copper moving into the domestic market, stocks in bonded warehouses have 

dropped to 300,000 to 400,000 tons this week, from about 500,000 tons in early June, traders said.  

 

Tight credit conditions imposed by the government to fight inflation have limited borrowers' 

ability to secure credit lines, and that is driving such trades, market participants said. Since October 

last year, Beijing has raised banks' reserve requirement ratio nine times and the benchmark interest 

anticipating any impact on production at the mine.   



rate four times. The latest RRR hike was announced after inflation hit a 34-month high of 5.5% in 

May.  

 

The practice of moving copper to the domestic market and using the proceeds for short-term 

financing needs has increased in recent weeks after fabricators also started buying copper from 

bonded warehouses, traders said.  

 

Chinese firms are usually required to make loan payments before the end of June, causing a 

short-term cash squeeze, but Beijing's ongoing monetary tightening has made the problem more 

severe this year.  

"Companies have more pressure in terms of cash flow by mid-year, and given the monetary 

tightening this year, we've started some purchases of bonded copper just to level off such pressure," 

said a manager at a large fabricator in Jiangsu province. "The (monetary) tightening really affects 

the entire industry chain, and the cash flow problem we have is mainly due to late payment from our 

clients."  

 

Traders said the majority of bonded copper buyers are not regular participants in the physical 

market, but those using the route just to raise short-term funds.  

 

"Non-industry participants are still the main stream because they're desperate to get the cash. 

As long as they can shoulder the losses incurred during customs clearance, they'll just go for it," said 

a trader with a domestic house that trades around 300,000 tons of dollar-denominated copper a year. 

China aluminum product exports hit record highs  

According to report of China's Customs, China's exported 340 thousand tons of aluminum 

products in May soar substantially by 73.4% YoY and it increased by 30.8% from April. Also it hit 

the record highs. 



Xstrata says copper output picked up in Q2 
Output improves in Q2 after sharp drop in Q1 
Xstrata committed to investing in Peru 

 

World No. 4 copper miner Xstrata said Friday it was confident it would hit its 2011 copper 

output target, after production improved in the second quarter following heavy rains in the first 

quarter.  

 

Xstrata and Anglo American jointly own the world's No. 3 copper mine, Collahuasi in northern 

Chile, which posted output losses in the first quarter after unusually heavy rains.  

 

 

It's analyzed that as market participants forecasted that the Chinese government would cut 

export rebates for aluminum products, it has rushed to purchase. As a result it pushed up the 

country's exports of aluminum products. 

 

Furthermore, it's expected that the exports of aluminum products would break 400,000 tonnes 

in June due to rising orders.  

Taiwan's CSC commissions first project on Chinese mainland  

Taiwan's largest steelmaker China Steel Corp.has commissioned its first investment project on 

the Chinese mainland, namely, Changzhou Precision Alloy Steel Co., as reported by local media 

sources. 

  

The first phase of the project cost an investment of $76.5 million, and is mainly focused on 

production of high-purity titanium and nickel alloys. The second phase is focused on special alloy, 

and was built with an investment of $21.5 million. Annual sales for the overall project are expected 

to total RMB 1.777 billion ($273 million), with a pre-tax profit of RMB 360 million ($55.4 million). 



 

"Output is improving after some difficulties in the first quarter," Charlie Sartain, head of 

Xstrata's copper unit, told reporters in Santiago. 

 

"Output will increase in the second half." He said that Collahuasi's key Patache export port was 

being commissioned for reopening after it was shutdown in December due to an accident that killed 

three workers.  

 

In April, Collahuasi lifted a 3-1/2 month force majeure on copper concentrate after it used other 

ports to ship the mineral. In May, the global miner reported a 6 percent decline in copper output in 

the first quarter due to severe weather conditions and lower grades at its Alumbrera mine in 

Argentina. 

A drop in copper production in Chile -- the top producer of the metal-- due to adverse weather 

in its desert north and labor problems at state miner Codelco has bolstered views of a global supply 

deficit in 2011.  

 

Copper in London CMCU3 was trading at more-than two month highs on Friday after sliding 

from a record in February on fears of a weaker-than-expected global economic recovery.  

 

Sartain said the miner would continue to invest in Peru, where some fear leftist President-elect 

Ollanta Humala's policies could hurt investment in the sector. He also said he saw great potential in 

future for increased demand for copper thanks to its anti-bacterial qualities.  

India April-May Aluminum Output Rises 10.2% To 292,801 Tons 

India's aluminum output rose 10.2% in the first two months of this fiscal year to 292,801 metric 

tons, aided by robust demand from consuming sectors, data from the mines ministry showed Friday. 

 

The country produced 107,806 tons of copper cathode in the April-May period, up from 



101,764 tons a year earlier, while its zinc output rose to 132,904 tons from 114,888 tons, the data 

showed.  

 

India's lead output increased to 10,846 tons during the period from 9,269 tons a year earlier.  

India's NALCO sells 6000 tons of aluminum ingots to Europe 

India’s National Aluminum Company has sold 6,000 tons of aluminum ingots to a European 

buyer with prices of US$103/ton premium over the average LME cash prices, CIF basis, according 

to an official.  

 

Ansuman Das, the director of NALCO said that they will separate the products into 6 batches 

and deliver them from August to next January. 

 

The tender hold by NALCO normally is the reference for the global market. The company sold 

12,000 tons of aluminum ingots to Europe’s Trafigura in this April with the prices of US$95/ton 

premium over the average LME cash prices, CIF basis, Yieh Corp reported.  

Japan’s steel imports up 9.5 percent in May over April  

According to the customs statistics released by the Japanese Ministry of Finance, Japan's steel 

exports in May this year amounted to 3.3 million metric tons, decreasing by 2.96 percent month on 

month and by eight percent compared to the same month last year, while Japan's steel imports hit 

748,536 metric tons, with a month-on-month increase of 9.52 percent and a year-on-year increase of 

16.4 percent. 

  

Regarding Japan's major steel export markets, in May the country's steel exports to South 

Korea totaled 838,036 mt, up 0.15 percent; exports to China increased by 0.60 percent to 574,934 

metric tons; the export volume to Taiwan amounted to 270,647 metric tons, down 8.8 percent; 

exports to Thailand totaled 387,033 metric tons, down by 7.7 percent; while exports to the US came 

to 142,672 metric tons, decreasing by 20.6 percent, all compared to the previous month. 



to 142,672 metric tons, decreasing by 20.6 percent, all compared to the previous month. 

  

In May this year, Japan imported 234,200 metric tons of steel from South Korea, up 14.7 

percent, it imported 76.833 metric tons from China, climbing by 20.7 percent, while imports from 

Taiwan came to 74,048  metric tons, decreasing by 11.2 percent, all compared to April. 

European stainless steel industry in restructuring mode, consolidation 

likely 

European stainless steel industry plagued by overcapacity, surplus production has gone for 

significant restructuring to increase profitability. This has created the inevitable speculation that it 

could be a precursor to consolidation in the market, according to MEPS, leading UK consultancy. 

 

Europe's four major stainless steel producers have all been involved in significant restructuring 

since the beginning of 2011. It seems unlikely that this is mere coincidence. It is perhaps 

understandable that large companies should reorganize internally to try to improve profitability in 

such testing times as these. However, there is inevitable speculation that at least some of this activity 

has been in preparation for consolidation in the European stainless steel market, MEPS report said. 

 

ArcelorMittal was the first to move, spinning off the stainless division from its worldwide steel 

making business to form the newly-named Aperam. The Luxembourg-based producer has 

previously investigated merging its stainless operations with those of other companies. Germany's 

ThyssenKrupp has also separated its "Stainless Global" business from its carbon steel making and 

other industrial interests. 

 

Finland-based Outokumpu has, since the arrival of its new CEO, undergone internal 

restructuring. More recently, the company has begun a process of divestment of its non-core and 

unprofitable business units. Outokumpu's attitude towards consolidation has appeared positive in 

recent times.  



Acerinox, of Spain, announced earlier in June that it will create a new subsidiary, Acerinox 

Europe, separating its operations in Spain from its interests on other continents. While the company 

says it supports consolidation in the European stainless steel industry, it maintains that it will not 

participate. Nevertheless, the timing of this move raises questions. 

 

There is, no doubt, overcapacity in the European stainless steel sector. The surplus may be as 

much as 2.5 million tonnes, or 25 percent of regional crude stainless steel making capability. 

Cooperation between the major players would inevitably lead to rationalisation, plant closures and 

reduced output. 

 

It has always been suspected that antitrust regulators would be a barrier to amalgamations 

between the big four European producers. However, penetration in recent years by imports, 

especially from China, has altered the shape of the market.  

 

So, what are the potential combinations? ThyssenKrupp and Outokumpu would have good 

geographical synergy in Europe, for example. Similarly, an alliance between Aperam and Acerinox 

would fit well in the Americas. The other possibility to consider is a combination with a 

non-European, probably Asian, producer. This would allow both parties access to new "home" 

markets, whilst lessening the likely obstacle of EU competition law.  

HRC prices remain stable in Turkey market 

The prices of hot rolled coil have remained stable in Turkish market though the mills have been 

expecting the prices to drop below US$700/ton. 

 

At present, the Turkish steel mills’ HRC ex-factory quotes are at US$740 to US$750/ton; 

however, there is no deal made now. 

 



In addition, the HRC offers from the other countries to Turkey have declined as well. Currently, 

Ukraine offer the HRC quotes at US$690/ton FOB for August delivery. 

 

For the prospect, industry sources predicted that the HRC prices would drop further in the short 

term due to poor demand, Yieh Corp reported.  

Shanghai Copper Stockpiles Jump; Aluminum at 20-Month Low 

Copper stockpiles monitored by the Shanghai Futures Exchange jumped 12 percent to the 

highest level since May, while aluminum inventories tumbled to a 20-month low.  

 

Copper stockpiles increased 9,297 metric tons to 90,089 tons, according to a survey of 10 

warehouses in Shanghai, the bourse said on its website today. Inventories in two bonded warehouses 

dropped 1,373 tons to 21,637 tons.  

 

Aluminum inventories declined for a 16th week, losing 15,878 tons to 254,617 tons, the lowest 

level since October 2009, according to a survey of 20 warehouses in Shanghai, Guangdong, Jiangsu 

and Zhejiang provinces.  

 

Zinc stockpiles fell 181 tons to 400,768 tons, based on a survey of 15 warehouses in Shanghai, 

Guangdong and Zhejiang, while lead stored in the warehouses rose 5,545 tons to 47,884 tons, the 

data showed.  

 

Natural-rubber inventories gained for a fifth week, rising 1,350 tons to 14,357 tons, based on a 

survey of 10 warehouses in Shanghai, Shandong, Yunnan, Hainan and Tianjin, the bourse said in the 

weekly report. 



Copper Stockpiles Fall to Two-Month Low on Declines in Asia 

Copper inventories tracked by the London Metal Exchange fell to the lowest in more than two 

months, driven by declines in South Korea.  

 

Stockpiles declined for a seventh day, falling 1,800 metric tons to 463,450 tons, the lowest 

level since April 26, LME data showed today. They fell 2.2 percent this week. Most declines were 

registered in Gwangyang and Busan, South Korea.  

 

Orders to draw copper from warehouses, known as canceled warrants, fell 1,400 tons, or 6.2 

percent, to 21,200 tons. The bookings jumped to the highest in almost a year on June 22, according 

to data compiled by Bloomberg.  

 

Aluminum stocks fell for a 27th day, declining 12,050 tons to 4.49 million tons, the lowest 

level since January 20. Most of the metal was removed from U.S. and South Korean warehouses. 

Canceled warrants rose 3,125 tons to 451,625 tons, driven by Asia. A total of 9,100 tons were 

canceled in Johor, Malaysia, while 3,625 tons were booked in Busan, South Korea.  

 

Zinc Stocks Slump  

Zinc stockpiles fell 2,725 tons, or 0.3 percent, to 860,750 tons, the most since January 2010, 

according to exchange figures. Declines were seen in Port Klang, Malaysia. Canceled warrants fell 

for a second day, declining 2,700 tons to 46,475 tons.  

 

Monetary policy likely to remain tight, says CICC 

China's monetary policy will remain tight for the rest of the year but the risk of a "hard 

landing" for the economy is small, the top-ranked brokerage China International Capital Corp said 

on Friday.  

 



 

"Economic growth has started to slow down but inflation remains high, which means that 

monetary policy will remain tight in the short run," said Peng Wensheng, the chief economist at 

CICC, at a news briefing.  

 

Peng expected the People's Bank of China to raise the benchmark interest rate another one or 

two times this year and for inflation to peak in the third quarter before falling back to 4 percent in 

the fourth.  

 

China's Consumer Price Index, a main gauge of inflation, rose to a nearly three-year high of 5.5 

percent in May and is expected to surpass 6 percent in June.  

 

"We think that the intensity of the current monetary policy is appropriate, although inflation 

appears to be staying at a high level. After all, it takes time for the policies to take effect," he said.  

 

China's official Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) fell to 50.9 in June from 52 in May, 

according to the China Federation of Logistics and Purchasing. It is the lowest level since March 

2009 when the economy was still recovering from the global financial crisis.  

The loss of momentum in China's industrial production growth has been caused by several 

factors, including tighter monetary policies and stricter credit conditions, power shortages caused by 

weather disruptions and narrower profit margins, particularly in low-end industries, Nomura 

Securities wrote in a report.  

 

The lower-than-expected PMI has raised concerns among some economists that China's 

economy is facing an increased risk of a hard landing if monetary policy remains tight.  

 

Peng said that the possibility of a hard landing is slim as China's ongoing process of 



modernization and urbanization will continue to support economic growth for at least the next three 

to five years.  

 

"We expect the economic slowdown to be a gradual process instead of a one-time sharp 

decline," he said.  

 

He forecast that GDP growth will slow to 8.4 percent in the fourth quarter but will remain at a 

robust full-year growth rate of 9.2 percent.  

 

Meanwhile, Huang Haizhou, the chief strategist at CICC, said that the Chinese stock market 

will hit a bottom in July as inflation concerns ease, and then move sideways between 2,600 and 

3,200 points for the rest of the year.  

Huang recommended that investors buy shares of companies with low valuations and stable 

earnings growth, such as machinery, cement and auto companies.  

 

He also said that investors should avoid banking stocks, although their valuations are at 

historically low levels.  

 

"The financial sector is still haunted by the concerns about the high level of non-performing 

loans in the banking industry and potential risks in the local government financing platform," he 

said. 

Fireworks wrap up Wall St's best week in 2 years 
National ISM survey beats forecasts 
Trading volume well below average 
Ford shares up after June sales report 
Dow up 1.4 pct, S&P up 1.4 pct, Nasdaq up 1.5 pct 

 

U.S. stocks started July with a bang on Friday with Wall Street scoring its best week in two 



years on strong manufacturing data that eased concerns about slowing growth. 

 

The data spurred the rally into a fifth straight day, even as continued light trading volume 

called into question the sustainability of the gains. 

 

Investors were growing more optimistic a day after a temporary resolution to Greece's debt 

situation. The S&P 500.SPX climbed further above resistance at its 50-day moving average at 1,317, 

establishing another floor in the market after the benchmark index moved above a number of 

technical resistance levels. 

 

"The magnitude of today's move is undoubtedly due to the light volume," said John Norris, 

managing director of wealth management with Oakworth Capital Bank in Birmingham, Alabama. 

"We'll take positive movement, however we can get it, but the gains could prove somewhat 

illusory." 

 

Volume was light, with 6.2 billion shares traded on the New York Stock Exchange, the 

American Stock Exchange and Nasdaq, well below the year's daily average of 7.55 billion. 

The day's advance was broad, with about five stocks rising for every one that fell on the New 

York Stock Exchange. On the Nasdaq, nearly three stocks rose for every one that fell. 

 

The pace of growth in manufacturing picked up for the first time in four months, with an index 

of national factory activity rising to 55.3 in June from 53.5 in May, Institute for Supply Management 

data showed. 

 

The ISM survey built on surprisingly strong regional business data on Thursday, reversing a 

recent trend of weaker-than-expected data. 

 



 

Norris said that while the data was encouraging, next week's ISM non-manufacturing survey 

would prove more important for investors. 

 

"This news is great, but manufacturing is such a small segment of the economy that this doesn't 

mean too much for GDP," he said. 

 

The Dow Jones industrial average was up 168.43 points, or 1.36 percent, at 12,582.77. The 

Standard & Poor's 500 Index .SPX was up 19.03 points, or 1.44 percent, at 1,339.67. The Nasdaq 

Composite Index .IXIC was up 42.51 points, or 1.53 percent, at 2,816.03. 

 

The S&P rose 5.6 percent for the week, while the Dow gained 5.4 percent and the Nasdaq 

added 6.2 percent. For all three indexes, it was their biggest weekly percentage gain since July 2009.

Consumer discretionary stocks led the day's advance but trading volume was well below 

average ahead of the long Fourth of July holiday weekend. The S&P consumer discretionary sector 

index.GSPD gained 2 percent, led by education firm Apollo Group, which was one of the S&P's top 

percentage gainers, up 6.4 percent at $46.47. 

 

Late Thursday, Apollo said it believes all of its academic programs meet the standards set by 

the key education rule. 

 

Investors focused on the U.S. data, even as the latest overseas data was sobering. Outside the 

United States, the global manufacturing sector lost steam for a second month running, surveys 

showed. 

 

Ford Motor rose 1.7 percent to $14.02 after the U.S. automaker said June sales shot up 14 

percent. General Motors was up 0.7 percent at $30.58 after the company reported a 



weaker-than-expected gain in June U.S. sales. But the company sees that tepid growth as 

"temporary," GM's U.S. sales chief Don Johnson told reporters. 

 

Oshkosh Corp surged 13.9 percent to $32.95 after Carl Icahn said he wanted to meet with the 

management of the specialty truck maker to discuss enhancing shareholder value. The billionaire 

investor owned about 9.5 percent of Oshkosh shares as of June 20. 

On the downside, Eastman Kodak Co lost 14.2 percent to $3.07 after a U.S. trade panel upheld 

portions of a ruling unfavorable to the company in a patent fight over digital camera technology in 

cellphones.  

Copper rises for fourth day on bright U.S. data 
U.S. manufacturing growth picks up 
China's factory activity slows 
Copper selling expected next week  
Coming up: U.S. factory orders Tuesday 

 

Copper started the new trading month on a firm footing on Friday, ending up for a fourth

straight session as economic confidence improved on the back of stronger manufacturing data from 

the United States.  

 

The positive close helped drive copper up more than 4 percent on the week, its largest gain 

since the second week of April, when the price rallied over 5 percent.  

 

Confidence in the market grew after the safe passage of two austerity measures in Greece eased 

some concerns about a debt default, helping technicians mount a convincing charge above the 

200-day moving average.  

 

"There is a bit of bullish sentiment over the last three days that has this market kind of breaking 

out," said Sean McGillivray, vice president and head of asset allocation for Great Pacific Wealth 



Management in Oregon.  

 

London Metal Exchange three-month copper CMCU3 edged up $5 to close at $9,435 a tonne. 

In New York, the September COMEX contract HGU1 settled up 2 cents at $4.3025 a lb.  

The economically sensitive base metal maintained its weekly bullish momentum after data 

showed growth in U.S. manufacturing picked up for the first time in four months in June.  

 

The surprisingly upbeat U.S. data ran counter to slower manufacturing activity in Europe, India 

and China, where weaker consumer demand and months of policy-tightening measures sapped

production rates.  

 

The moderation in China's factory sector lowered expectations for another round of monetary 

tightening.  

 

"The consensus is that the tightening measures are having their desired impact and this is a part 

of their grand master scheme to control their economy," Great Pacific's McGillivray said.  

 

"That's the consensus and consensus is what's driving the market right now," he said. Friday's 

data showed the pace of manufacturing growth in the United States had increased in June, but that 

factory activity in top metals consumer China had slowed, raising concerns about demand.  

 

China's official Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) for June fell to 50.9 from 52 in May, the 

China Federation of Logistics and Purchasing said on Friday. This was less than the 51.3 expected 

by the market. 

HSBC's China PMI for June dipped from 51.6 to 50.1, the lowest in 11 months. 

 



 

The pace of growth in the U.S. manufacturing sector, however, picked up for the first time in 

four months in June, a sign of optimism for the sputtering economy, according to an industry report. 

AUTO SALES RISE 

Auto sales results by top-selling automakers for June so far were 14.6 percent higher 

year-on-year, above expectations of an 8 percent increase. 

 

Aluminum, used widely in car-making, could benefit in particular if the final figures are 

positive. Prices have also taken support from data showing that inventories of the metal in LME 

warehouses had fallen nearly 16,000 tonnes.  

 

"We've got an all-time record drawdown in June of combined LME and Shanghai aluminum 

inventories," said Nick Moore, global head of commodity strategy at RBS Global Banking and

Markets.  

 

"That's very supportive for the aluminum story, particularly as we look ahead with the auto 

manufacturers deciding to work through the summer to make up for lost production."  

 

Tin CMSN3, untraded in rings, was bid at $25,650 from $26,050 at Thursday's close, while 

zinc CMZN3 finished at $2,360 from $2,365. Lead CMPB3 was at $2,674 from $2,684 and

aluminum CMAL3 was at $2,503 from $2,532. Nickel CMNI3 was $23,000 from $23,425. 


